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Creative Turning offers a number of options and possibilities to sharpen your turning tools. This 

leaflet gives an overview of what is available. The instructions of the various products can be 

downloaded from my website. 

1. Creative Turning Aluminium oxide grinding wheels for fitting on a standard bench 

grinder. (The grey wheels coming standard with bench grinders are not well suited for 

sharpening HSS turning tools). 150mm and 200mm wheels are available in 80 and 100 

grit.  32mm wide with recess for easy sharpening. Weblink 

2. Creative Turning Diamond dressing tools for dressing the Aluminium Oxide Wheels. Diamond coated and diamond 

infused are available. Weblink 

3. Creative Turning CBN wheels for fitting on standard bench grinders. 150mm and 200mm 

wheels are available in 180 grit. 38mm wide with a recess for fitting on standard grinders. The 

CBN wheels are long lasting, does not reduce in diameter , does not require dressing, ensures 

accurate sharpening and the metal reduces the heat during sharpening. Weblink 

4. Creative Turning Grinding wheel bushes for fitting the grinding wheels on grinders with different shaft 

diameters. The bushes are turned from Delrin with close tolerances to ensure balanced running of the 

wheels. Weblink  

5. Creative Turning Sharpening jig with platform. This jig ensures sharpening with 

accuracy and repeatability to minimise the unnecessary removal of steel and re-

duce heat during sharpening(CTGJ1) It consists of two bases with cam lock levers 

for mounting under each wheel of your grinder, one platform and a long arm with 

a V-pocket. This jig is suitable for sharpening, roughing gouges, skews, parting 

tools, and scrapers. For sharpening bowl– and spindle gouges, the Creative Turning 

fingernail jig is required in addition. (CTFJ1) Weblink 

6. Creative Turning Fingernail Grinding Jig. (CTFJ1) This jig allows repeatability in 

sharpening spindle– and bowl gouges. When used with the long arm of the CTGJ1, 

the bevel angle can be set to the required angle. The leg of the CTFJ1 is set to grind 

different profiles of the wings of the gouges.  Weblink 

https://www.creativeturning.co.za/grinding-wheels-blrkeb.html
https://www.creativeturning.co.za/dressing-tools-blrkem.html
https://www.creativeturning.co.za/grinding-wheels-blrkeb.html
https://www.creativeturning.co.za/grinding-wheels-blrkeb.html
https://www.creativeturning.co.za/creative-turning-sharpening-jig-with-platform-398154.html?cat=36796
https://www.creativeturning.co.za/creative-turning-fingernail-grinding-jig-398153.html?cat=36796
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7. Tormek slow speed wet grinder. This is the ultimate sharpening system for deliver-

ing extremely sharp and long lasting cutting edges to your turning tools. Wet sharpen-

ing eliminates any heat during sharpening and the Tormek jigs are very accurate and 

provide excellent repeatability. For sharpening woodturning tools the optional 

Woodturner kit (TNT-708) is required. It is recommended to shape the tools on a dry 

grinder and do the sharpening on the Tormek. For shaping on a dry grinder, the op-

tional BGM100 Is required. Weblink 

8. Tormek woodturning kit. This kit contains everything you need to shape and 

sharpen all your turning tools, including two patented jigs (works like three!), a radi-

used leather honing wheel, a serious instruction and the appreciated Turning Tool 

Setter. Weblink 

9. Tormek bench grinder base. If you need to remove a lot of steel to create a desired 

shape on a new tool, this Bench Grinder Mounting Set BGM-100 enables you to use 

the Tormek woodturning jigs also on your bench grinder. Weblink 

https://www.creativeturning.co.za/tormek-bll9do.html
https://www.creativeturning.co.za/tormek-woodturners-kit-771103.html?cat=75671
https://www.creativeturning.co.za/tormek-bench-grinder-set-771105.html?cat=75671

